
Factors which make for health are 
concerned with a sense of personal and 
social identity, human worth, 
communication, participation in the 

fmaking of political decisions, 
celebration and responsibility. The 
language of science alone is insufficient 
t d ib h lth th l fto describe health: the languages of 
story, myth and poetry also disclose its 
truth.

Michael Wilson Health Is For People. 1975





Autonomy and full social participation 
are so important for health that their 
lack leads to deterioration in healthlack leads to deterioration in health.
Michael Marmot Status Syndrome 2004



Prime Time arts for older people, Gateshead
(established 1992)







More and more of life's processes and difficulties are being medicalised.p g
Medicine cannot solve these problems. It can sometimes help but often
at a substantial cost. Worst of all, people are diverted from what may be 
much better ways to adjust to these problems...
If health is about adaptation, understanding and acceptance, then the arts 
may be more potent than anything that medicine has to offer.

Richard Smith. British Medical Journal Editorial. (December 2002)



Key dimensions of arts/health
Creativity and well being –A tUnity is health – projects that 

start from the point of using 
creativity to enhance social 

l ti hi Th fl t

Creativity and well being
projects that emphasise creativity as 
a route to well being. These aim to 
work with individuals to better 

Art

relationships. These reflect a 
growing school of thought that good 
relationships are a major 
determinant on health

understand their health, using 
creative approaches as a means to 
expression. Art is seen as a potential 
hdeterminant on health. therapy. 

Social Individual

Supporting care – projects that 
h f b

Engaging groups – projects 
support the process of care by 
working on the softer aspects of ill-
health that health services, under the 
strain of heavy demand cannot

g g g g p p j
that engage groups to bring 
communities and health promotion 
closer together. They use creative 

h d l di i strain of heavy demand, cannot 
reach. Projects in the third group 
share some common ground, but aim 
to communicate with communities as 

methods to explore, disseminate, 
and communicate messages about 
health. 

Health Services

a whole.
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‘every art contributes to the greatestevery art contributes to the greatest 
art of all, the art of living’ Brecht



























I believe we could sow the seed of total 
enchantment with the human, to help 
us all find a meaning in life and so to g
value ourselves, our neighbours and 
the community in which we live.’ Malcolm Rigler





















‘The centre was to be an attempt to provide – within a modern industrial 
society – environmental conditions that would answer the needs of human 
beings as a species ‘
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Healthway International Arts and Health Fellowship 2008

Key Learning PointsKey Learning Points

and Recommendationsand Recommendations



.

The work requires a safe and stimulating 
environment a congenial spaceenvironment, a congenial space



Projects need long termProjects need long term 
support to achieve change

Help to develop responsive and nonHelp to develop responsive and non-
hierarchical organisational structures 

O t iti f t i i dOpportunities for training and 
personal development 

Time to step back and reflect. 



Small steps can have big effectsSmall steps can have big effects



Explain facts simply and clearly soExplain facts simply and clearly so 
people can make decisions about 
th i h lththeir own health



The practice isThe practice is 
based on 
relationships 
b tbetween 
peoplepeople



To be organic, flexible and responsive is not random; 
th k i t t d d ithe work is structured and rigorous

• .
If we give people a voice, we have to 

listen to what they say.

We are making visible the invisible.


